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Savage View of Alpheius Creek 

 

 

 

1- Savage, Charles Roscoe. Scene on Alpheius Creek Near Perrine's Blue Lakes, Idaho. Salt Lake City: 

C.R. Savage, (c.1874). Large format albumen [20.5 cm x 15 cm] On a tan mount [28 cm 22.5 cm] with a 

cream border inside a decorative printed border. Very good with strong contrasts. 

Nice view of a wood boardwalk crossing Alpheius Creek, near present day Jerome, Idaho.  

$400 

 

 

 

 

 



Native American Woman and Child 

 

 

 

2- Clinton, J.L. Tesuqut Squaw and Pappoose. Colorado Springs: J.L. Clinton, Scenic Photographer, 

(c.1890). Boudoir albumen [18.5 cm x 11.5 cm] cabinet card on a cream blind stamped mount [20 cm x 

13 cm] J. L. Clinton and Santa Fe Route backstamp. Near fine with strong contrasts. 

Clinton was active in Colorado Springs from 1888-94 

$425 

 



Striking View 

 

 

 

3- [Chase, Dana B.]. [Indian man]. Santa Fe, NM: [D.B. Chase, Photographer], (c.1885). Boudoir albumen 

[18.5 cm x 11.5 cm] cabinet card on a cream blind stamped mount [20 cm x 13 cm] The back contains a 

lengthy description of the town of Santa Fe with an advertisement for the Denver & Rio Grande. Near 

fine with strong contrasts. 

I believe that this is a Chase image, as the back is identical to an Identified Chase image that I've 

handled. 

Striking image of an Indian man with a bowler hat atop his head and a silk kerchief around his neck, and 

wearing what appears to be a U.S. Cavalry jacket.   

$450 



Santa Fe Native American 

 

 

 

4- Chase, Dana B. No. 67. Pueblo, Sonora from San Ildefonso. Santa Fe, NM: D.B. Chase, Photographer, 

(c.1885). Boudoir albumen [18.5 cm x 11.5 cm] cabinet card on a cream blind stamped mount [20 cm x 

13 cm] The back contains a lengthy description of the town of Santa Fe with an advertisement for the 

Denver & Rio Grande. Near fine with strong contrasts. 

Nice image of an Indian woman reclining on a hay stack. 

Chase operated a studio on the Plaza in Santa Fe from 1884 to 1892.   

$450 



Native American Linguistics 

 

 

 

5- Powell, John Wesley. Map of Linguistic Stocks of American Indians Chiefly within the present limits 

of the United States, from Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology Vol. 7. New York: Sackett & Wilhelms 

Litho Co., [1891]. Map [50.5 cm x 40 cm] on a sheet [55 cm x 47 cm]. Left margin trimmed. Lined with 

tissue to repair a vertical split at the center. Colors are bright. 

Color-coded map showing the numerous Native American languages spoken in North America. Originally 

issued with the B.A.E.'s Seventh Annual report. Inset of the Aleutian Islands at the lower left.   

$300 

 



Mr. Genealogy’s TV Show 

 

 

 

6- Bennett, Archibald F. What's Your Name? Selections from the TV program on ancestral research. 

Provo, UT: Extension Division Brigham Young University, 1954. 20 scripts [373pp.] Quarto [29 cm] Post 

binding with tan printed boards. Very good. 

Illustrated scripts for the first twenty episodes of the religious and genealogical television program that 

aired on KDYL in Salt Lake City, and was hosted by 'Mr. Genealogy', Archibald Bennett. There is an order 

form at the rear for these. Nice piece of local television and mid-century LDS history.   

$100 

 

 

 

 



Drewite Collection of Strangite Newspapers 

 

 

 

7- Strang, James J. [Richard Drew]. Voree Herald, Zion's Reveille and Gospel Herald. Voree, WI: Church 

of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints [Drewite], 1994. 1004pp. Quarto [28 cm] Publisher's tan buckram 

with the title gilt stamped on the backstrip. Fine. 

'Drewite' reprints of all three of the early Strangite periodicals that were published between 1846-1850. 

This work was compiled by Richard Drew, who is the leader of the "Drewites," a schismatic group that 

split with the Strangites in 1965, over Theron Drew (Robert's father) belief that Merl Kilgore was the 'One 

Mighty and Strong.’ After Drew's excommunication, he and some followers began their own group, and 

moved to the Wingfield Watson farm, which Theron's wife, Barbara, was trustee. The group numbers a 

few dozen.  

"The 'Herald' is by far the most important printed source for the history of the Strangite church, filled 

with letters, news, doctrinal articles, and disputations. Because it gave so much attention to the Mormon 

factions of the period, it is also one of the most important sources for the history of these, due 

allowances being made for the bias displayed." - Dale Morgan 

Presumably small print run, I am unable to locate any institutional holdings. Rare. 

$225 



Warmly Inscribed to an Apostle 

 

 

 

8- Meakin, John Phillips [Anthon H. Lund]. Leaves of Truth: Utah and the Mormons. Salt Lake City: 1909. 

First Edition. 274pp. Duodecimo [19.5] Green cloth boards with the title gilt stamped on the front board 

and again on the backstrip. Near fine. 

Warmly inscribed by Meakin on the second front free endsheet: "To / President A H Lund / Please accept 

this little / volume with highest personal / esteem, combined with / earnest work and purest / wishes, for 

the people of / Utah to the rightly under- / stood. / Your sincere / John P. Meakin." Flake/Draper 5322   

$100 

 

 



Uncommonly Nice Copy 

 

9- Brodie, Fawn M. No Man Knows My History: The Life 

of Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet. New York: 

Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. First Edition. 476pp. Octavo [22 

cm] Black cloth with with the title gilt stamped on the 

backstrip. Near fine/Near fine. A few small nicks at the 

corners of a price clipped jacket. Fold-out map present 

and in fine ('A') condition. 

Unusually nice first edition copy of this groundbreaking 

biography of Joseph Smith by the celebrated historian 

(and the niece of LDS leader, David O. McKay), Fawn 

Brodie. Both lauded and pilloried upon its release, the 

reaction to this work nearly six plus decades later is still 

decidedly divisive. 

Scallawagiana 100: 94. Rare in this condition.   

$350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Definitive MMM Work 

 

 

 

10- Brooks, Juanita. The Mountain Meadows Massacre. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1950. 

First Edition. 243pp. Octavo [23.5 cm] Yellow cloth with the title in green on the front board and the 

backstrip. Near fine/Fine. Minor rubbing to the corners of a price clipped jacket. 

Definitive work on the massacre that took place in southern Utah on September 11, 1857. According to 

Adams' Six Guns: "Contains much on John D. Lee and some material on Porter Rockwell." A nice copy. 

Scallawagiana 96. Adams Six Guns 287. 

$275 

 

 



Rare Work Signed 

11- Brooks, Juanita. John Doyle Lee: Zealot - 

Pioneer - Scapegoat. Glendale, CA: Arthur H. Clark 

Company, 1961. First Edition, 1/209. 404pp. Octavo 

[24.5 cm] Light blue cloth with the title in dark blue 

on the backstrip. Near fine. Former owner's name 

discreetly in ink at the head of the front pastedown. 

Prospectus laid in. 

Inscribed by Brooks on the front free endsheet: 

"Sincere good wishes / Juanita Brooks / Aug. 14, 

1965." 

This is the rare true first edition of this well-regarded 

work, that was privately distributed to family, 

friends and descendants. 

"Lee was posthumously restored to membership in 

the church in Spring 1961, just as publication of the 

biography was reaching completion. Mrs. Brooks, 

who had long espoused Lee's reinstatement, wrote 

Arthur H. Clark, Jr., enclosing a 'brief announcement 

to be added to the end of the biography,' and asking 

Clark Company to hold a few sentences, pending 

official church approval. As a faithful member, 

Brooks knew that the Mormon Church had 

reinstated Lee and that the church did not want 

undue attention brought to this reminder of 

Mormon participation in the Mountain Meadows 

Massacre. But official approval to include notice 

that Lee was reinstated to the church was not 

given....She said she would not publish them in the 

first edition but would not keep them out of future 

editions. Those pressuring Mrs. Brooks no doubt felt 

that a second edition would be far in the future. This 

agreement did not reduce the pressure on her and, 

as a result, she made an agreement with the Clark 

Company to bring out 200 copies of the 'first 

edition,' in blue cloth without the three paragraphs 

comprising just four sentences on reinstatement and 

then immediately issued the 'second edition' in red cloth, with the section noting his reinstatement." - An 

Americana Century 35. Six-Guns 286.   

$1950 



Burton & Brigham 

 

12- Burton, Richard F. The City of the Saints, and Across the 

Rocky Mountains to California. New York: Harper and 

Brothers, Publishers, 1862. First American Edition. 574pp. 

Octavo [24 cm] Brown cloth with decorative blind stamped 

boards with the title gilt stamped on the backstrip. Near fine. 

Complete with both fold-outs. Internally fine. 

A very nice copy of this classic travel narrative, of Burton's 

visit to Brigham Young's Salt Lake.  

"An outstanding narrative of Western travel published in 

London, 1861, (perhaps more often seen in the New York, 

1862, edition) is Richard F. Burton's 'The City of the Saints 

and across the Rocky Mountains to California.' Already 

celebrated for his travels to the 'holy cities' of the Old World, 

Burton made a pilgrimage in 1860 to Great Salt Lake City, 

taking the overland stage from St. Joseph, and after a few 

weeks among the Mormons, going on to San Francisco via 

the Comstock." - Carl Wheat. Flake/Draper 1029. 

Wagner/Camp 370:2. Howes B103. Sabin 9497. Wheat 1021. 

Woodward 29. Six-Guns 347.   

$1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Precursor to the ‘Mormon Novel’ 

 

 

(frontis) 

13- [Richards, Robert]. The California Crusoe; or, The Lost Treasure Found. A Tale of Mormonism. 

London: John Henry Parker, 1854. 162pp. Sextodecimo [17.5 cm] Brown blind stamped boards with the 

title gilt stamped on the backstrip. Cloth at joints cracked with chipped cloth at crown and a bookplate 

on the front pastedown, otherwise very good. 

Leonard Arrington wrote of this rare work: "The self-evident purpose of Crusoe is to warn English 

parishioners of the evils and dangers waiting for them if they convert to Mormonism and journey across 

the sea. The book frequently alludes as well to the evils of the economic aristocracy and the Catholic 

Church, but its author attacks Mormonism with a dozen anecdotes of deception and depravity." 

"According to Dale Morgan, Robert Richards is a pseudonym and the work should be considered a 

primitive precursor of the 'Mormon Novel'. The author describes the journey of the Saints from Nauvoo 

to Salt Lake, beginning on February 3, 1846. He then records how he fled from Salt Lake as an apostate 

and brings his narration to an end in California." - Wagner/Camp 243:1. Graff 3488. Howes R250. 

Streeter 3061 Flake/Draper 7248. Uncommon 

$500 



First Governor’s Message for Deseret 

 

 

 

14- Young, Brigham. Governor's Message to the First General Assembly of the State of Deseret. Salt 

Lake City: 1862. 3pp. Single sheet [19 cm x 27 cm] folded in half. Fine. 

Brigham Young had been elected Governor of the "State of Deseret" at a general election held on March 

3, 1862. This is Young's first message, in which he recommends that this Assembly (which was nothing 

more than a Ghost Legislature) "enact that the laws now in force in the Territory of Utah be in full force 

and virtue in law in the State of Deseret", and that they elect two Senators to Congress and adopt a 

memorial for the admission of the 'State of Deseret' to the Union. Uncommon. I can locate ten 

institutional holdings. Auerbach 1511. Flake/Draper 2972. Fales & Flake 228. Eberstadt 127:468 

$1,000 

 



Second Message to the Territorial Legislature 

 

 

 

15- Young, Brigham. Governor's Message to the Legislative Assembly of Utah Territory, January 5, 

1852. Salt Lake City: 1852. 8pp. Octavo [21 cm] Single uncut sheet [40.5 cm x 28.5 cm] with folds. Near 

fine. Housed in a custom chemise and 1/2 leather slipcase with the title gilt stamped on the spine. 

Untrimmed. 

In this second message to the Territorial legislature, Young speaks to the importance of publishing the 

Utah Territorial laws, he also suggests making Fillmore the capitol. 

"It is important that the laws should be revised, and published in some more tangible; as no facilities for 

binding have hitherto existed among us, they have been distributed on loose sheets, and soon lost, 

misplaced, or worn out." Auerbach 1509. McMurtrie 11. 

I can locate five institutional copies. Rare.  

$1,850 



Lovely Jacket 

 

 

 

16- Gates, Susa Young & Leah D. Widtsoe. The Life Story of Brigham Young. New York: Macmillan 

Company, 1930. First Edition. 388pp. Ocatvo [24.5 cm] Brown cloth with the title gilt stamped on the 

backstrip. Fine/Fine. 

A beautiful copy of this work in the rare jacket, which is fine. 

"Written by those who know so much that no outsider could possibly know, the biography is noteworthy 

both as a historical record and as a portrait of a great religious leader." - from the jacket's front flap. 

Flake/Draper 3518   

$500 



Prophet’s Copy of State Constitution Proceedings 

 

 

 

17- [Utah] [George Albert Smith]. Official Report of the Proceedings and Debates of the Convention 

Assembled at Salt Lake City on the Fourth Day of March, 1895, to Adopt a Constitution for the State of 

Utah. Salt Lake City: Star Printing Company, 1898. First Editions. Two volume set. 2011pp. Octavos [26 

cm] Full calf with red and black, gilt stamped labels on the backstrips. Raised bands. Better than Very 

good. Gentle rubbing to the boards. 

Ex-libris President George Albert Smith, with his signature stamp on the front boards of both volumes 

and again at the top edge of the text block. Flake/Draper 9342   

$750 



Utah Black Hawk War Songbook 

 

 

 

18- [Utah Black Hawk War]. The Utah Indian War Veteran's Songster. Salt Lake City: Skelton Publishing 

Co, 1907. First Edition. 80pp. Sextodecimo [16.5 cm] Light gray wrappers with title, border and flags 

printed on the front panel in blue. Fine. 

A collection of 42 songs that was released 35 years after the end of the Utah Black Hawk War. This small 

work includes a few standards (Star Spangled Banner and Auld Lang Syne), but the majority appear to 

have been penned for this collection ('Utah Veterans'; 'The Black Hawk War'; 'All Down Along the Utah 

Valley'; 'The Heber Militia' etc.) Uncommon. I can locate seven institutional holdings. Flake/Draper 9292.   

$250 

 

 

 

 



Japanese Missionary Archive 

 

 

 

19- Japanese Missionary Collection. [Tokyo]: 1961-1963. Interesting collection of material from a 

Japanese LDS Mission in the early 1960s, which was just a little over a decade from the time the Mission 

was reopened (1948), after being shuttered by Heber J. Grant in 1924, and before the first 

meetinghouse was dedicated in Japan (1964). 

This collection includes: Printed and signed Mission release, LDS ephemera printed in Japanese (five 

pieces); black and white negatives (79); black and white photographs (26); color slides (three); LDS 

themed felt board illustrations (28) and sayings in Japanese (111); letters/correspondence (eight); type 

copy lessons in English (eight pages); type copy lessons in Japanese (99 pages) and a few other random 

pieces of ephemera (customs tag, keyfob?, etc.).   

$450 

 



Johnson Image of Lion & Beehive Houses 

 

 

 

20- Johnson, Charles Ellis. Lion and Beehive Houses Salt Lake City. Residences of Brigham Young. Salt 

Lake City: Sainsbury & Johnson, c.1890. Large format albumen [13 cm x 20.5 cm] On a tan mount [18 cm 

25.5 cm] No backstamp. Lower right corner of mount is chipped with loss, does not affect image. 

Image of the Young homes from across South Temple. 

$250 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Guide to British Mormon Sites 

 

21- Moss, James & Lavelle Moss. Historic Sites of 

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in 

the British Isles. Salt Lake City: Publishers Press, 

1987. First Edition. 65pp. Octavo [22.5 cm] Tan 

printed wrappers. Near fine. 

Guidebook produced to commemorate the 

sesquicentennial of the LDS Church in the United 

Kingdom. Illustrated with maps throughout. 

Surprisingly uncommon, I can locate three 

institutional holdings (BYU - LDS CHL - Fam. Hist. 

Lib.). 

"This guidebook focuses mainly on the early sites 

in LDS history in the British Isles, birthplaces of 

British born general authorities of the Church, 

and prominent recent events such as the 

organization of stakes and other major 

milestones in Church progress." - from the 

Introduction.   

$50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Apostle’s Christmas Greeting 

 

 

 

22- Clark, J. Reuben. "My Christmas Greeting to you...". Salt Lake City: (c.1955). [3pp.] Single sheet [21 

cm x 28 cm] folded in half and printed in blue ink. Near fine. 

Printed Christmas letter from J. Reuben Clark on letterhead with his address at the head (Eighty D Street - 

Salt Lake City, Utah).   

$40 

 

 

 

 



Rare Heber J. Grant Gift Book 

 

 

 

23- Day, Walter C. [Heber J. Grant]. I Fell into My Niche in Life. Phoenix, AZ: Fryors Printers, 1937. 

Revised second edition. 50pp. Sextodecimo [17.5 cm] Side stapled blue printed wrappers. Near fine. 

Typed Christmas note on Z.C.M.I letterhead from Heber J. Grant with printed signature laid in. Grant was 

notorious for handing out signed books that he personally enjoyed, even going so far as to commission 

entire print runs. This is not a title that I have previously encountered with a Grant note. 

Self-published memoir detailing a man's accomplishments in life, despite being paralyzed. Cover title: 

'My Fight for Life with a Broken Back.'. I can locate three institutional holdings. Rare. 

$40 



Signed by the Prophet 

 

 

 

24- Grant, Heber J. Gospel Standards: Selections from the Sermons and Writings of Heber J. Grant. Salt 

Lake City: Improvement Era, 1941. First Edition. 384pp. Octavo [23.5 cm] Blue cloth boards with a blind 

embossed bust of Grant on the front boards by Avard Fairbanks. Title printed in gilt on the backstrip 

within a light blue label. Very good. Minor wear to the boards. Lacks the dust jacket. 

Inscribed by Grant on the front free endsheet: "Brother and Sister / Cannon Lund / with best wishes / 

from / Brother and Sister Heber J. Grant." 

$35 



A Trip to California in 1852 

 

 

(final plate) 

25- Heap, Gwinn Harris. Central Route to the Pacific, from the Valley of the Mississippi to California: 

Journal of the Expedition of E. F. Beale, Superintendent of Indian Affairs in California, and Gwinn 

Harris Heap, from Missouri to California, in 1853. Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo, and Co, 1854. First 

Edition. 136pp. Octavo [22 cm] 3/4 pebbled sheep over marbled boards. Marbled fore edge with 

matching pastedowns and endsheets. Title gilt stamped on the backstrip. Very good. Joints weak and 

the crown is chipped. Internally there is sporadic marginalia in pencil. Lacks the map. All thirteen plates 

are present. Advertisements not present. 

"In 1852, as a young man of 30, he [Edward Fitzpatrick Beale] was appointed Superintendent of Indian 

Affairs for California and ordered to proceed to his post by 'the most expeditious route.' Though he might 

have got there in 30 days via the Isthmus, Beale elected to travel 'the shortest route' overland - what the 

Missouri proponents of a Pacific Railroad called the 'Central Route.' ..... Gwinn Harris Heap, a cousin of 

Beale's, went along and kept a journal of the march.." - Wheat V.3 - p-197. Wagner/Camp 235. Howes 

H378. Sabin 31175  

$500 


